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Abstract
The article deals with the most common kind of cyber crime i.e hacking. The article tries
explaining the nature of the crime. There are different kinds of hackers White Hat, Black Hat,
Grey Hat, Elite Hacker, Script Kiddie, and Blue Hat. Types of Hacking Website Hacking,
Network Hacking, Ethical hacking, Email hacking, Virus, Phishing, Password Hacking,
Online Banking Hacking and Computer Hacking. The paper also explains the preventive
measures which can be applied to keep yourself safe from hacking as well as it explains the
laws which are applicable to the hacking and which can be used as a remedy against such
crime.

Introduction
Hacking is the unauthorized intrusion into a COMPUTER or a system. The individual
occupied with hacking exercises is for the most part alluded to as a programmer. This
programmer may modify framework or security components to fulfil an objective that
contrasts from the first reason.
COMPUTERs have assumed control over our lives. Individuals couldn't work without them,
our power is controlled by COMPUTERs, the administration couldn't work without
COMPUTERs, and there are numerous others. Programmers are individuals who illicitly
access, and here and there mess with, data in a COMPUTER framework. Because of late
media scope and corporate interest, programmer's exercises are presently looked down on by
society as hoodlums. In spite of the developing pattern of hacking, next to no examination
has been done on the hacking scene and its way of life. The picture of a COMPUTER
programmer has developed from a safe geek into a horrendous techno-criminal. Truly most
programmers are not out to crush the world. The programmers in today's general public are
not simply board young people. Since the presentation of COMPUTERs in the 1970's, the
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craft of COMPUTER hacking has developed alongside the changing parts of COMPUTERs
in the public eye.

Different sorts of individuals carry out COMPUTER violations, the two most well known
being hackers and crackers. A programmer is a man who appreciates investigating the subtle
elements of a programmable framework and how to extend their abilities. True Hacers are
intrigued not in demolition, but rather in innovation, and that they go around security just to
enhance it. It is like a craftsman who, rather than painting a lovely picture, spays graffiti on a
city divider. There have been stories about programmers breaking into a site and than leaving
tip on the most proficient method to enhance it with their email address connected. True
hackers don't wish to be connected with the bad hackers, otherwise called "crackers". A
Cracker is one who breaks security on a framework. Crackers are viewed as malignant with
the goal of hurting or damaging a COMPUTER framework. The inspirations driving cracker's
activities are benefit, revenge, or a blend of the two.

Hacker and Classification


In computing, a hacker is any very talented computer master. Contingent upon the field
of computing it has somewhat diverse implications, and in a few settings has disputable
good and moral essences. In its unique sense, the term alludes to a man in any of the
groups and hacker subcultures:



Hacker culture, an idea derived from a community of enthusiast computer
programmers and systems designers , in about 1960s in the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology's (MIT's), Tech Model Railroad Club (TMRC) and MIT Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory. Later, this would go on to encompass many new definitions for
example art, and Life hacking



Hackers are People involved with circumvention of computer security. There is a primary
concern of illegal remote computer break-ins via communication networks such as the
Internet, but also includes those people who’s work is to debug or fix problems related,
and the morally ambiguous.
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Classifications
1

Classification can be characterized by the legitimate status of their activities.

White Hat
A white hat hacker breaks security for non-malignant reasons, either to test their own
particular security framework, perform entrance tests or helplessness appraisals for a
customer - or while working for a security organization which makes security
programming. The term is by and large synonymous with ethical hacker, and the ECCouncil, among others, have created accreditations, courseware, classes, and web
preparing covering the different field of ethical hacking.

Black Hat

A "black hat" hacker is that hacker who " corrupts computer security for little reason past
maliciousness or for personal gain". The term was introduced by Richard Stallman, to
contrast the Maliciousness of a criminal hacker versus the spirit of playfulness and
exploration in hacker society, or the ethos of the white hat hacker who performs hacking
obligations to distinguish places to repair or as a means of legitimate occupation. Black hat
hackers frame the stereotypical, illegal hacking clusters often portrayed in popular culture,
and are "the epitome of all that the public fears in a computer criminal".

Grey Hat
A grey hat hacker lies between a white hat and a black hat hacker. Grey hat hacker might
surf the Internet and hack into a computer framework for the sole reason for telling the
executive that their framework has a security imperfection, for instance. They may then
offer to redress the imperfection for a charge. Grey hat hackers once in a while discover
the deformity of a framework and distribute the actualities to the world rather than a
gathering of individuals. Despite the fact that Grey hat hackers usually do not perform
hacking for their own addition, unapproved access to a framework can be viewed as
unlawful and unethical.

1

https://www.cybrary.it/0p3n/types-of-hackers/
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Elite Hacker

A social status among hackers, world class is utilized to portray the most skilled.
Newfound discovery exploits these hackers. Elite groups, for example, Masters of
Deception gave a sort of believability on their individuals.

Script Kiddie
A script kiddie is an unskilled hacker who breaks into computer systems by using
automated tools written by others. Hence the term script (i.e. a prearranged plan or set of
activities) kiddie (i.e. kid, child—an individual lacking knowledge and experience,
immature), usually with little understanding of the underlying concept.

Blue Hat
A blue hat hacker is someone outside computer security consulting firms who is used to
bug-test a system prior to its launch, looking for exploits so they can be closed. Microsoft
also uses the term Blue Hat to represent a series of security briefing events.

Types of Hacking
 Website Hacking
Hacking a site means taking control from the site proprietor to an individual who hacks
the site. After the attack done by a hacker, on the off chance that he has changed the
password of that site software, then it will be intense for the Webmaster to get it back.
Hacker will embed harmful programs by embeddings malicious codes into the site. It will
also cause to the site server to be moderate. In the past years, even Amazon and Yahoo
had been attacked by the hacker specialists, however it would not affect much to them.

 Network Hacking
Network Hacking using means collection of information about domain by use of various
tools such as Telnet, Ping, , Netstat, Tracert, etc.
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 Ethical hacking

Ethical Hacking is the place a man hacks to discover weakness in a framework and then
usually patches them. An ethical hacker attempts to bypass framework security and
search for any weak focuses that could be abused by malicious hackers. This information
is then utilized by the organization to enhance the framework security, in an effort to
minimize or eliminate any potential attacks.

 Email hacking
Email hacking is unlawful access to an email account or email correspondence. There are
a number of ways in which a hacker tries to gain illegal access to an email account, and
the majority of them depend on the behavior of the account's client.

 SPAM
Spam is created by attackers who send spontaneous commercial or mass email.
Spammers persistently attempt to discover new ways around the increased legislation and
arrangements overseeing spontaneous emails. Attackers often send massive email
broadcasts with a covered up or misleading approaching IP address and a covered up or
misleading email address.

 Virus
A virus usually tries to incorporate email as their means of transportation. This sort of
virus is often known as worm.

 Phishing
Phishing is a sort of cyber attack that includes emails that appear to be from legitimate
organizations that the client may be associated with. As these phishing emails are scams
they are intended to look as however they originate from the claimed element. These
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messages ask for verification of personal information, for example, an a date of birth ,a
password, or an account number.

 Password Hacking
Password Hacking or Password Cracking is the way toward recuperating secret
passwords from data that has been stored in or transmitted by a computer framework. The
motivation behind password cracking may be to help a client recoup a forgotten password
(installing a totally new password is to a lesser extent a security hazard, however it
includes System Administration privileges), for having unauthorized access to a
framework, or as a preventive measure by framework administrators which is utilized to
search for easily crackable passwords. On a record by-document basis, password cracking
is used to gain access to digital proof for which a judge has allowed access yet the
particular document's access is confined.

 Online Banking Hacking
Online banking Hacking refers to unauthorised accessing banks accounts without
knowing the password or without permission of account holder is known as online
banking Hacking.

 Computer Hacking

Computer Hacking is when records on your computer are seen, created, or altered without
your authorization. Computer hacking is common among teenagers and youthful adults,
although there are many more seasoned hackers as well. Many hackers are genuine
innovation buffs who appreciate learning more about how computers function and consider
computer hacking an "art" structure. They often appreciate programming and have master
level abilities in one particular program. For these individuals, computer hacking is a real life
application of their critical thinking aptitudes. It's a chance to demonstrate their abilities, not
a chance to harm others.

Preventive Measures
Hackers are a scary bunch—whether working as part of a criminal syndicate or an idealist
with a political agenda, they’ve got the knowledge and the power to access your most
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precious data. If hackers want to target a particular company, for example, they can find vast
amounts of information on that company just by searching the web. They can then use that
info to exploit weaknesses in the company’s security, which in turn puts the data you’ve
entrusted to that company in jeopardy.
Think of your home computer as a company. What can you do to protect it against hackers?
Instead of sitting back and waiting to get infected, take some preventive measures,
1. Update your OS and other software much of the time. This keeps hackers from
accessing your system through vulnerabilities in outdated programs. For extra
insurance, enable Microsoft item updates so that the Office Suite is updated at the
same time. Consider retiring particularly defenseless software, for example, Java or
Flash.
2. Download latest security programs, including antivirus and anti-malware software,
anti-spyware, and a firewall. To trap even the most brilliant hackers, consider
investing in anti-misuse innovation, for example, Malware bytes Anti-Exploit, so that
attacks could be stopped even before they happen.
3. . Delete / destroy all traces of your personal info on hardware you plan on selling. Use
d-ban for formatting your hard drive. For those looking to pillage your reused
gadgets, this makes information substantially harder to recoup. On the off chance that
the information you'd like to secure is sufficiently critical, the most ideal instrument
for the occupation is a chainsaw.
4. Try not to utilize open wifi; it makes it too easy for hackers to steal your association
and download illegal documents. Secure your wifi with a scrambled password, and
consider refreshing your hardware like clockwork. A few switches have
vulnerabilities that are never patched. More up to date switches allow you to give
visitors segregated remote access. Additionally, they make regular password changes
easier.
5. Speaking of passwords: password ensure all of your gadgets, including your desktop,
laptop, telephone, smartwatch, tablet, camera,… you get the idea. The universality of
cell phones makes them especially vulnerable. Lock your telephone and make the
timeout fairly short. Use fingerprint lock for the iPhone and passkey or swipe for
Android. "It's easy to overlook that cell phones are essentially small computers that
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simply happen to fit in your pocket and can be utilized as a telephone," says JeanPhilippe Taggart, Senior Security Researcher at Malware bytes. "Your cell phone
contains a veritable treasure trove of personal information and, once opened, can lead
to devastating outcomes."
6. Create troublesome passwords and change them as often as possible. In addition,
never utilize the same passwords across different administrations. In the event that
that's as painful as a stake to a vampire's heart, utilize a password manager like Last
Pass. For extra hacker ensure ant, ask about two-stage authentication. Several
administrations have just as of late started to offer two-factor authentication, and they
require the client to initiate the procedure. Two-factor authentication makes taking
over an account significantly more troublesome, and on the other side, much easier to
reclaim ought to the most exceedingly awful happen.
7. Come up with creative answers for your security questions. Individuals can now make
sense of your mother's maiden name or where you graduated from secondary school
with a basic Google search. Consider answering like a crazy individual. On the off
chance that Bank of America asks, "What was the name of your first
beau/sweetheart?" answer "your mother." Just keep in mind that's the means by which
you answered when they ask you again.
8. Practice smart surfing and emailing. Phishing campaigns still exist, however hackers
have turned out to be much cleverer than that Nigerian prince who needs your cash.
Drift over links to see the actual email address from which the email was sent. Is it
really from the individual or company claiming to send them? In case you're not
certain, pay attention to awkward sentence development and formatting. On the off
chance that something still appears to be fishy, do a snappy search on the Internet for
the title. Others may have been scammed and posted about it online.
9. Don't link accounts. On the off chance that you want to remark on an article and
you're provoked to sign in with Twitter or Facebook, don't go behind the entryway.
"Accommodation always diminishes your security stance," says Taggart. "Linking
accounts allows administrations to acquire a staggering amount of personal
information."
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10. Keep delicate data off the cloud. "Regardless of which way you cut it, data put away
on the cloud doesn't have a place with you," says Taggart. "There are not very many
distributed storage arrangements that offer encryption for 'data very still.' Use the
cloud accordingly. On the off chance that it's important, don't."

Legal Status
According to 2Section 43 of the Information Technology Act
Under section 43, a simple civil offense where a person without permission of the owner
accesses the computer and extracts any data or damages the data contained therein will come
under civil liability. The cracker shall be liable to pay compensation to the affected people.
Under the ITA 2000, the maximum cap for compensation was fine at Rs. One crore. However
in the amendment made in 2008, this ceiling was removed. Section 43A was added in the
amendment in 2008 to include corporate shed where the employees stole information from
the secret files of the company.
According to 3Section 66 of the Information Technology Act
(1)Whoever with the intent to cause or knowing that he is likely to cause wrongful loss or
damage to the public or any person destroys or deletes or alters any information residing in a
computer resource or diminishes its value or utility or affects it injuriously by any means,
commits hacking.

(2)Whoever commits hacking shall be punished with imprisonment up to three years, or with
fine which may extend up to two lakhs rupees, or with both.

There are 2 elements to this section1. Intention to cause wrongful loss or damage or Knowledge of the likelihood of wrongful
loss or damage.

2. Destruction or deletion or alteration of information in a computer or diminishing value or
utility of a computer resource or injuriously affecting a computer resource.
2
3

http://blog.ipleaders.in/laws-hacking-india/
Information and Technology Act 2008
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Loss
Loss signifies detriment or disadvantage. Loss can be temporary or permanent. Loss can
relate to something that the loser has currently or is likely to get in the future.

This term is best understood through the following illustration.
4

Noodle Ltd runs a commercial email service. Sameer launches a denial of service attack on

the Noodle website and brings it down for a few hours. Noodle’s customers are disgruntled
that they were unable to access their emails for a few hours and therefore leave the Noodle
services. Noodle has suffered a loss of future revenue that it could have earned from these
customers. It has also suffered a loss of goodwill and reputation.

Damage
Damage for the purposes of this section implies injury or deterioration caused by an unlawful
act.

Illustration
5

Sameer picks up Sanya’s laptop with the intention of stealing it. He then accidentally drops

it on the
floor, thereby destroying it. Sameer has caused damage.

Conclusion
The word "hacker" carries weight. People strongly disagree as to what a hacker is. Hacking
may be defined as legal or illegal, ethical or unethical. The media’s portrayal of hacking has
boosted one version of discourse. The conflict between discourses is important for our
understanding of computer hacking subculture. Also, the outcome of the conflict may prove
critical in deciding whether or not our society and institutions remain in the control of a small
elite or we move towards a radical democracy. It is my hope that the hackers of the future
will move beyond their limitations (through inclusion of women, a deeper politicization, and
more concern for recruitment and teaching) and become hactivists.

4
5

Cyber Crime & Digital Evidence – Indian Perspective authored by Rohas Nagpal.
Cyber Crime & Digital Evidence – Indian Perspective authored by Rohas Nagpal.
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Hacking is becoming a worldwide problem. Today our system is based on the Information
and Technology. Hacking is the bane in this system. There is no doubt that hacking poses a
serious threat to the virtual world. Not many people in the country are aware of this theft.
There needs to be more awareness in the country regarding hacking and cracking. The laws
made by the government are stringent but lack a bit of enforceability and awareness in the
society. Most of the minor cases of hacking go unnoticed because people abstain from filing
cases for petty crimes even when there is harsh punishment for it. Also, it is very difficult to
track a virtual hacker due to lack equipment. Since hacking can happen anywhere in the
world, it gets tough for the police to trace him and punish him in another country. The
punishment can also be a bit harsher to prevent people from indulging in such acts.
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